
BORIS NIKOLAI KONRADDr.

A good memory can be learned!
Would you like to remember the name of a new customer straight away? Give
lectures without taking notes or learn languages with ease? In his entertaining
lectures, a rousing mixture of entertainment, show and memory training, brain
researcher, artificial intelligence expert and world record holder in remembering
names Dr. Boris Nikolai Konrad proves to his audience that anyone can bring their
memory to peak performance! "Germany's super brain" Dr. Boris Nikolai Konrad
shows you how fascinating and amusing learning can be. In his lectures on artificial
intelligence (AI) and the brain of the future, the brain researcher explains the
latest findings from neuroscience in an amusing and vivid…

Memory world record holder
Field(s) of Expertise: Memory training, learning technology, remembering names

German, English, Dutch

PARTICIPANT COMMENT

„I give Boris high marks for his professionalism and level of engagement

with his audience. Boris is clearly a master of a unique subject matter and

was able to blend an explanation of the science behind the topic with an

engaging and humorous presentation style that allowed the audience to

learn something while having fun. His opening includes a demonstration of

his memory skills where he recalls up to 50 names to faces of people he

just met in the few minutes preceding his presentation. This grabs the

audience from minute one. Of six external speakers presenting at the

conference, Boris' session received the most buzz and positive feedback. I

would absolutely consider a return engagement and I understand my

company has already engaged Boris for other events.”

Harold Moore / FM Global / Vice President
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The full profile including references, participant comments, videos, and more can be found on: 5sr.de/nh
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